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What is Gender inequality? 

● Gender inequality is the idea and situation that men and 
women are not equal. Gender inequality acknowledges the 
different treatment or perceptions of individuals



Women’s role in politics (19th Century) 

● The 1800’s was a time when most women were dominated by 
men. Women were relegated to their duties at home and 
raising their families. Wives were the property of their 
husband .

● Women could not make any financial decisions, they 
couldn’t own property and they could not vote.



Women’s Suffrage Movement 

● Began in 1848 when the first convention was held in 
Seneca Falls, New York 

● The women’s suffrage movement was a decades-long fight 
to win the right to vote for women in the United 
States.It took activists and reformers nearly 100 years 
to win that right, and the campaign was not easy

● August 26, 1920, the 19th Amendment to the Constitution 
was finally ratified, enfranchising all American women 
and declaring for the first time that they, like men, 
deserve all the rights and responsibilities of 
citizenship.





Mistreatment of Women Globally / Current findings 



What I found interesting / Why did I pick this topic 

● Something that I found interesting is that simple things 
like education, going to the mall by myself, or voting 
isn’t a right In some countries. One thing that I learned 
is that Female participation in Pakistani elections is 
among the lowest in the world. 

● I picked this topic because being a female I think it’s 
important to be informed about how other woman are being 
treated around the world & it also makes me appreciate 
small things that I do have. 



CURRANT ACHIEVEMENTS ! ! !

● NASA announces that astronaut Jeanette Epps will be the 
first African-American space-station crew member when she 
blasts off on her maiden spaceflight in May 2018.

● Joi McMillon is the first black woman nominated for a 
film-editing Oscar, for her work on Moonlight.



What I planned on doing in the future ❤

● In the future I plan on being a either a registered nurse 
of forensic Nursing, which combines both things that I 
love helping people and court rooms. 
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